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This study developed, implemented, and evaluated the use of partial-credit scoring for the combinedresponse multiple-choice (CRMC) examination format utilized in an elective nonprescription drugs course.
Behavioral objectives and CRMC questions were developed and classified according to the appropriate
cognitive domain of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. External and internal content panels
validated these objectives and reviewed developed CRMC questions prior to their use on three course
examinations. Item response data for the partial credit scoring and the traditional dichotomous scoring
method were then compared in terms of item difficulty, item discrimination, reliability, efficiency, cognitive
domain being measured, and criterion-referenced grading assignments. The results demonstrated that the
partial credit scoring method increased item difficulty and resulted in student outcomes which were more
reflective of student knowledge compared to dichotomous scoring. Further, the partial credit scoring
method increased the reliability and efficiency when compared to the dichotomous scoring method. The
item difficulty difference attained by using the two methods of scoring was statistically different (P< 0.05)
at different levels of the cognitive domain.

INTRODUCTION
In pharmaceutical and other health professional education, the
most commonly used assessment instrument is the test consisting of multiple-choice (MC) items, particularly the singleanswer (SA), four or five foil multiple-choice item and the
combined-response multiple-choice (CRMC) item which is
one type of complex multiple choice (Type K) item. CRMC
items are combinations of three primary responses, and the
combinations of the primary responses are referred to as secondary choices. The secondary choices which are specific for
the choice of the three primary responses serve as options. A
typical CRMC format is illustrated by the following example:
Which of the following laxative products is(are) appropriate to recommend to a man in otherwise good health who suffers from painful hemorrhoids?
1)
2)
3)

Dulcolax Tablets
Fiberall Powder
Metamucil Packets

Response Format: A.1

Answer: D
B. 3

C. 1,2

D. 2,3

E. 1,2,3

This format, compared to the traditional single-answer, four or
five option multiple-choice item is used to test student achievement within the pharmacy curriculum courses and is also utilized in the North America Pharmacist Licensure Examination
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(NAPLEX) to evaluate the minimal competency of the pharmacy graduate to enter the profession of pharmacy.
An advantage of the CRMC format is that it accommodates
those occasions when more than one choice/response is correct. Indeed, within pharmacy practice, there are many occasions when more than one response is correct and/or appropriate. Oftentimes, too, in practice, there are also degrees of correctness (i.e., most correct, somewhat correct) when responding to certain questions/inquiries. Some researchers recommend against using the complex multiple choice (Type K) format for several reasons(1-3). For example, complex multiple
choice items are more difficult than single best answer multiple choice. This format requires more time to read and could
affect the number of items used in a test (i.e., sampling of content). This format may produce items with lower discrimination which could affect test score reliability. This format is difficult to construct and edit. Although there are several disadvantages of this format, it is important to note that the complex
multiple choice format that these researchers criticized is not
the one used in this study.
Historically, the scoring of multiple-choice examinations
has been problematical. Dichotomous scoring consists of
assigning a certain point value for a correct answer and zero
points for an incorrect answer. It causes inefficiencies in the
interpretation of test scores because the response to a MC item
may come from different information levels (i.e., complete
information, partial information, misinformation, and total
ignorance)(4-6). Complete information is described as the
knowledge that allows that student to select the most correct
response and most incorrect answer from among presented
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options in a MC item(5). Partial information is described as the
information that students have which allows them to recognize
some of the incorrect response options as clearly wrong while
being unable to recognize all of the correct options(5-7). Partial
information, in itself, is not incorrect information. However, it
is incomplete knowledge, differing from misinformation in
being only partially correct, rather than completely incorrect. If
a student believes the correct response is wrong without guessing then the student has misinformation. Incorrect options may
also be eliminated due to misinformation(5).
In test scoring of the students with partial information or
misinformation, the ability to discriminate degrees of correctness or incorrectness has usually been ignored. Students are
given no credit for rejecting the worst responses or choosing
somewhat correct responses. This can be observed from the
example CRMC question above. The correct answer is “D.”
Based upon conventional dichotomous scoring, students who
select “D” would get full credit and all other responses would
be valued at zero credit. But, students who selected “B” are
also partially correct, even though they did not select the most
correct response. This demonstrates how dichotomous scoring
cannot reward students for less than full knowledge or mastery
of the content area.
Guessing strategies and willingness to guess or omit an
answer when a student does not know the answer also contribute to an item response(4). According to the dichotomous
scoring system, “lucky and test-wise” students can produce an
upward bias in scores as a result of guessing. For these reasons,
it is important to treat misinformation, partial information, and
guessing properly to provide test scores that give a better estimation of the student’s ability level.
The basis for giving partial credit is to reward intermediate levels of performance between a correct answer and a
wrong answer based on the degree of completeness of accuracy of that answer(5,8,9). Conceptually, it is a desirable feature
for measurement efficiency because it represents the partial
knowledge or skill proficiency of students. Past research
efforts have been mostly devoted to considering how to award
partial credit for MC examinations and the impact of partial
credit scoring on test scores(2-7,9-19). Currently, many methods are used to correct the limitations of dichotomous scoring
to provide test scores that give a better estimation of the student’s ability level. Some scoring methods for awarding partial
credit for partial knowledge (e.g., multiple correct options,
item response theories [IRTs], finite state theory) on multiplechoice tests seem to be a promising trend in the area of measurement study. Most of the scoring methods singly or jointly,
however, provide no panacea or even consistent potential for
worthwhile improvement of the psychometric properties of test
scores. Although some methods have enhanced internal-consistency reliability, this result is devalued by one or more of the
following such as reduced validity, increased time required for
testing, increased resource usage, scoring complexity, difficulty of explaining the scoring to students and other users, difficulty of explaining the response mode and training students in
its use, among others.
In multiple-answer (MA) multiple-choice items, which
resemble CRMC, one study utilized multiple correct options
scoring(18). Hsu, Moss, and Khampalikit used MA multiplechoice items and studied six different scoring formulas for both
SA and MA items. These formulas varied in the assignment of
partial credit and the correction for guessing. The authors
found the method which accounted for partial knowledge
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yielded more reliable and valid scores. Items of the MA type
were substantially more discriminating when partial credit was
given. This implied that scoring with the MA format option
was potentially a better choice.
Nevertheless, research on the effects of giving partial
credit for CRMC items when compared to conventional
dichotomous scoring with the same examination instrument in
terms of item difficulty, item discrimination, cognitive domain
being measured, reliability, and efficiency has not been established. In addition, the use of CRMC items on achievement
tests designed for health professions is still continuing,
although research in this student evaluation area in pharmaceutical education is non-existent. Thus, this study applied the
concept of awarding partial credit and developed a partial credit
scoring mechanism for CRMC items (i.e., without penalty to an
incorrect choice and guessing).
The purpose of this study was to utilize combinedresponse multiple-choice (CRMC) to accommodate and
reward students with partial credit when responding to multiple-choice questions that had responses with varying degrees of
completeness or correctness (i.e., most correct, somewhat
correct). It was intended to optimize the measurement of student knowledge without penalty for incorrect responses and
guessing. Specific objectives of this study included:
1.

Determining if a difference existed in item difficulty
between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring
methods for each of the three CRMC examinations and in
the content areas of analgesics and laxatives.
2. Determining if a statistical difference existed in item discrimination between dichotomous scoring and partial
credit scoring methods for each of the three CRMC examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and laxatives.
3. Determining the differences in the reliability coefficients
for dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring methods for the three CRMC examinations and in the content
areas of analgesics and laxatives.
4. Comparing the efficiency of dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring methods for the three CRMC examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and laxatives.
5. Determining if statistical differences existed in item difficulty and item discrimination for written objectives at
selected levels within the cognitive domain of Bloom’s
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (i.e., knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, evaluation) between
dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring methods in
the content areas of analgesics and laxatives.
6. Determining if a difference existed in the effect of criterion-referenced grade assignment between dichotomous
scoring and partial credit scoring methods for the three
CRMC examinations.
METHODS
Definitions of Terms
For purposes of this study several terms are operationally
defined as follows:
Item difficulty was defined as the mean item score (MI:) divided by the weight assigned to the item (W), Item difficulty =
(MI)/(W), where MI = Σtotal scores on the item being analyzed/ number of students(18,20). In this study, the assigned
weight was two points because the two semester examinations
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had 50 questions and one final examination had 75 questions.
Item difficulty can be interpreted as the proportion of students
who answer the item correctly.
Item discrimination was defined as the item-total correlation
(Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients)(20-22). Its
interpretation depends on the types of examination (i.e., normor criterion-referenced tests). Normally, item discrimination
determines whether an item discriminates between the students
who do well on the test and students who do not.
Reliability was defined as the Cronbach’s coefficient
alpha(20,22). It compares performance on each item to performance on all other items. Coefficient alpha was chosen
because it is the only reliability estimate for the test whose
items are weight scoring (i.e., polytomous scoring) and singletest administration.
Efficiency was defined as the coefficient of effective length
(CEL KK/LL ) which is comparative reliabilities, CEL KK/LL =
r
KK(1-rLL)/rLL(1-rKK), CELKK/LL = the relative efficiency of
scoring formula KK to scoring formula LL, rKK and rLL = the
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha of scoring methods KK and
LL(5,18). It is a measure of how much of a test administered in
one scoring method would have to be lengthened to produce
the same reliability as that same test administered by another
scoring method.
Methods of CRMC test scoring were defined as dichotomous
scoring and partial credit scoring.
•
Dichotomous scoring (S1).
S1 = W(2) if all choices correct.
S1= 0, if omitted or
any choice incorrect.
In this study, the full point value or assigned weight (W)
for each item is two points.
• Partial credit scoring (S2) is defined as the first best, the
second best, and the third best answers to a question. The
assigned weight for the first best answer is two points, the
assigned weight for the second best is one point, and the
assigned weight for the third best is 0.5 point. In the fol
lowing examples, the number in parentheses for each scoring method indicates the point value assigned for that particular response. Within this format, when:
the correct answer was A.
Select A. 1
B. 3
C. 1, 2 D. 2, 3
E. 1,2, 3
S1
W(2) 0
0
0
0
S2
W(2) 0
0
0
0
the correct answer was B.
Select A . 1
B. 3
C. 1,2 D. 2, 3
S1
0
W(2)
0
0
S2
0
W(2)
0
0

E. 1,2,3
0
0

the correct answer was C.
Select A . 1
B. 3
C. 1,2 D. 2, 3
S1
0
0
W(2) 0
S2
W/2(1) 0
W(2) 0

E. 1,2,3
0
0

the correct answer was D.
Select A . 1
B. 3
C. 1,2 D. 2, 3
S1
0
0
0
W(2)
S2
0
W/2(1) 0
W(2)

E. 1,2,3
0
0

the correct answer was E.
Select A . 1
B. 3
C. 1,2 D. 2, 3
S1
0
0
0
0
S2
W/4(0.5)W/4(0.5) W/2(1) W/2(1)

E. 1,2,3
W(2)
W(2)

Content areas taught and tested in a Nonprescription Drugs
course (PHPR 470), Spring semester, 1998, were the major
OTC product categories. There were two hourly semester
examinations scheduled and one final examination. The first
examination (50 items, 100 points) tested three topics (i.e.,
nonprescription internal analgesics, home diagnostic products,
diabetic accessories/products). The second examination (50
items, 100 points) tested five topics (i.e., smoking cessation
products, foot care products, corn, callus, and wart products,
pediculicide/scabicide products, topical antiinfective products). The final examination (75 items, 150 points) tested four
content areas (i.e., laxative products, hemorrhoidal products,
antidiarrheal products, antacids/OTC H2-antagonist products).
Within the course, there were also five written case scenario homework assignments for the students to complete. The
content areas of these were cold and cough products, nonprescription internal analgesics, ophthalmic products, OTC contraceptive products, and laxative products. The point value for
each homework assignment was 60 points. Of those 60 points,
15 points were devoted to writing attributes of the completed
assignment. These were as follows: three points each for focus
(clearly stated main idea; clear introduction), organization
(clear structure; effective transitions between paragraphs; each
paragraph containing a single major idea; beginning and end of
paper relate to the whole), readability (sentences within the
paragraphs relate to each other and to the paragraph topic; writing flows), development and quality of thinking (supported
ideas with relevant and specific facts, reasons, and evidence;
evidences in-depth thought), and mechanics (fulfills all assignment requirements and follows all directions, no mechanical
errors [subject/verb agreement, pronoun reference agreement,
spelling, punctuation]). The remaining 45 points were allocated on the basis of how well the student solved the scenario.
Levels of cognitive domain were defined as the six levels of
Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive domain: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation(21,2325).
Course Enrollment
One hundred fifty pharmacy students enrolled in the three
credit hour elective Nonprescription Drugs (PHPR 470) course
during the second professional year (spring 1998) in the baccalaureate program or in the doctor of pharmacy program at the
School of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences, Purdue
University, and were the subjects in this study. The entire class
attended three 50 minute traditional presentation/lectures per
week over the course of the semester. Prior to the start of the
course, each student purchased a course manual which contained lecture outlines and other course aids (i.e., professional
articles that complemented the instruction) utilized by some
instructors during his/her class periods. The students also were
encouraged to read these materials prior to each lecture.
Developing Test Pool Items and Objectives
The objectives for the three examinations were developed
using the above-named content areas by the investigator. Each
objective was classified according to the appropriate cognitive
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do ma in of Bloo m’ s Taxono my of Edu cation a l
Objectives(21,23-25). The test objectives were revised and
organized by the investigator after input from selected department faculty who instructed the various content areas of the
course. These test objectives were used to develop the set of
test pool items (i.e., first, second, third set) for the three examinations. Several objectives in the knowledge level were
deemed necessary to evaluate recognition or recall of important information about pathophysiology, disease state management, and appropriate treatment recommendation. Objectives
for higher-order thought processes, e.g., comprehension, application, analysis, and evaluation, were also necessary for testing
the ability of students to use, to extend, to apply information to
a new situation, and to justify the rationale for the use of a particular treatment.
Objectives requiring synthesis thought processes were not
used in the test item construction because of the limitations in
measurement associated with the multiple-choice item format(21,24,26). However, synthesis level was measured
through the homework assignments. Synthesis requires the student to put together important elements (e.g., concepts, knowledge) in an integrative fashion to solve the problem(23,25). It
is a process of continual development for the student in that the
student learns to develop a pattern of thinking that will allow
for the solution of the problem.
Preparing Test Pool Items and Examinations
The CRMC format of multiple-choice items was chosen to prepare of the three sets of test pool items. Not all of the objectives
for each content area were used in creating the test pool items
that constituted the three examinations used in the study. Only
those statements and cognitive tasks that were determined to be
the most fundamental requisites for this course and clinical
practice were selected for inclusion. All of the test pool items
were developed as a result of the investigator’s own pharmacy
practice experience and from prior examinations used in this
course. The course manual, standard pharmaceutical reference
books, and current professional journals served as resources to
validate the information and to develop the combinations of
three primary responses for CRMC format. Each set of test
pool items was forwarded to the external content review panel
member to judge content validity. Based on the criteria for content validity, each set of test pool items was edited and revised
to improve the test item quality.
The external content review panel was constituted by six
educators and/or practitioners who have taught or currently
instruct a nonprescription drugs or a self care course at a
school/college of pharmacy in the U.S. Each external content
review panel member was asked beforehand to indicate his/her
familiarity and “comfort” level of understanding the specific
area that each question set examined. Because these members
might not be familiar with each of the content areas that would
be examined, the course instructors responsible for the content
areas (e.g., internal analgesics, diabetes accessories and
devices, laxatives) in the nonprescription drugs course also
reviewed his/her specific content area and served as an internal
control. Internal control panel faculty were asked to review
examination items germane to their content area prior to the
administration of the examination. They were directed, however, not to consciously teach to the questions. Typically, developed examination questions from a content area exceeded the
number actually used on an examination. There were three
CRMC examinations developed in this study. The test items for
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each CRMC examination were selected from each set of test
pool items (i.e., first, second, third set) according to the following factors:
•
•

·

The investigator’s own pharmacy practice experience,
which helped determine the most fundamental information
for this course.
The item review and agreement of the instructors who
taught and served as the internal control for their specific
content areas in this course.
Achieving an adequate and representative sample of both
the subject matter and the particular skills in the test blueprints that should have been learned as a result of instruction.

All test pool items forwarded to the external review panel
members were prepared on a content review form developed
by Pray(27) and modified by the investigator (Appendix). The
form required the reviewers to rate each item according to its
degree of representativeness of the knowledge or skills
required to achieve the corresponding the test pool items’
objectives. If in the opinion of the reviewer, the item was
deemed to be more appropriate for measuring an objective
other than the one originally designated, the form requested
that a more suitable objective be indicated by the reviewer if
one existed. It also provided space for the reviewers to comment on the correctness of the keyed response, and provide the
second best, third best, fourth best, and fifth best responses.
This was intended to assist the investigator when assigning
partial credit. It was decided prior to beginning the review that
the investigator would consider the reviewers’ assigned partial
credit responses/suggestions and incorporate them as one
method of partial credit scoring used in the study. However, the
majority of the reviewers’ responses (i.e., more than 80 percent
of reviewers) did not provide the second best, third best, forth
best, and fifth best more than the keyed responses originally
assigned, therefore, there were no consistent answers other
than the keyed response. The reason may come from the
unclear instruction that explained the procedures to assign partial credit. This study would use only the partial credit scoring
method that was developed by the investigators to compare
with dichotomous scoring method. Lastly, if the reviewers felt
the item could be revised and reworded, the form also provided space to make specific suggestions for improving the effectiveness of individual item stems and three primary responses of
CRMC format.
A nonstatistical analysis technique similar to that used by
Pray was applied to the responses of the external content
review panel members to the degree of representativeness and
the keyed response of each item(27,28). The 80 percent decision rule was not achieved by three items on the first and second set of pool items sent to the external content review panel
members. However, the majority of the panel members (i.e.,
5/6 of panel members) agreed on an alternative objective for
each of these three items. There were no revisions or corrections to the keyed response of the first, second, and third set of
pool items sent to the external content review panel members
based on a simple majority rule. Minor suggestions made by
the reviewers to improve the clarity of item stems and to
increase the plausibility of individual three primary responses
or item distractors, i.e., wording changes were also incorporated. It was also decided prior to beginning the review that, if it
appeared that major revision of item stems or distractors were
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Table I. Means and standard deviations (SD) of item difficulty and discrimination for the performance of 150
pharmacy students on the first, second, and third CRMC examinations using dichotomous scoring (S1) and
partial credit scoring (S2)

Examination and content area

Mean (SD)
Item difficulty
S1

S2

S1

S2

Examination 1
Examination 2
Examination 3
Analgesics
Laxatives

0.7256(0.1918)
0.7451 (0.1918)
0.7215 (0.2017)
0.8200(0.1350)
0.7537(0.1408)

0.7725 (0.1847)
0.7957 (0.1855)
0.7748 (0.1717)
0.8720(0.1097)
0.8120(0.1321)

0.2079 (0.0989)
0.2189(0.1031)
0.1954(0.1195)
0.1936(0.0693)
0.1644(0.1559)

0.2074(0.1153)
0.2183 (0.1234)
0.1999 (0.1289)
0.1989(0.0839)
0.1698(0.1610)

Item discrimination

necessary to make an item acceptable to panel members, that
particular item would be omitted from the candidate item pool
for developing examinations used in this research. However,
none of 299 generated items reviewed had to be omitted based
on this criterion. There were some minor suggestions made by
the reviewers to improve the clarity of item stems and to
increase the plausibility of individual three primary responses
or item distractors/foils (i.e., wording changes, grammatical
corrections). All of these suggestions were incorporated by the
investigator to improve the quality of the items. The students
were informed of and provided the behavioral objectives for
each content area that was tested on each examination. These
objectives were the same as objectives used for the first, second, and third set of pool items sent to the external content
review panel members.

ing. The paired-samples t test (two-tailed test) was used to
evaluate the statistical difference of methods of scoring (i.e.,
S1, S2) on item discrimination. Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha
was used to compute reliabilities for objective three.
Coefficient of Effective Lengths (CEL) was computed for
objective four. Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
was used to evaluate objective five. A criterion-referenced
(CR) grading assignment where A = 90-100 percent, B = 80-89
percent, C = 70-79 percent, D = 65-69 percent, and F = 64 percent and below, was used to assign grades based upon students’
scores on each of the three CRMC examinations. The percentage of students assigned to CR grade categories by each scoring method (S1, S2) was calculated for each examination. An a
priori level of significance of 0.05 was used for all statistical
tests.

Design and Procedure
This study was a descriptive research project which
involved collecting data to test hypotheses or to answer questions or objectives(29). Students were administered the three
CRMC examinations as two regular semester (i.e., two, hourly
mid-term) examinations and one final examination (i.e., twohour examination) in preselected content areas of the nonprescription drugs course. Transoptic score sheets were used by
students to record their answers. These answer sheets were
graded at the Center for Instructional Services (CIS), Purdue
University, and utilized a program for scoring created by the
investigators. Data on students’ test scores for three examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and laxatives were
collected and coded according to the two methods of scoring
(S1, S2). The two content areas (i.e., analgesics, laxatives)
were arbitrarily selected by the investigators to examine if differences existed in item difficulty and item discrimination
when measuring the written objectives at different levels of the
cognitive domain between dichotomous scoring and partial
credit scoring methods.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Objective One. Table I shows the results of means and standard deviation of item difficulty for the performance of the students on the first, second, third CRMC examination and in the
content areas of analgesics and laxatives using dichotomous
scoring and partial credit scoring. Assigning partial credit
clearly made the item difficulty values higher or more reflective of student knowledge than dichotomous scoring because
the partial credit scoring method developed in this study was
structured to give some credit for the students with partial
information or reward students for less than full knowledge or
mastery of the content area. Clear evidence for the existence of
partial information mediating responses to CRMC items was
demonstrated.

Data Analysis
Data were managed and analyzed using Microsoft
Excel(30) and Statistical Analysis System (SAS) software systems(31). Means and standard deviations of item difficulty and
item discrimination for each of three CRMC examinations
were performed for objective one and two, respectively. It is
important to mention that it was unnecessary to test statistical
inference (i.e., one-tail (-test) for the difference in item difficulty between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring
methods because the partial credit scoring mechanism developed for CRMC examination in this study always gave higher
item difficulty values compared to that of dichotomous scor

Objective Two. Table I shows the results of means and standard deviation of item discrimination for the performance of
the students on the first, second, third CRMC examination and
in the content areas of analgesics and laxatives using dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring. Results from pairedsamples t-tests revealed no significant difference between
mean item discrimination using dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring on the first [t(49) = 0.0858; P = 0.9319], second [t(49) = 0.1041; P = 0.9175], third [t(74) = 1.1570; P =
0.2510] examinations; analgesics [t(10) = -0.9215; P =
0.3785]; and laxatives [t(19) = -0.5489; P = 0.5894]. These
results indicated that using dichotomous scoring and partial
credit scoring provided the same information usable in distinguishing between low- and high-ability students in examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and laxatives.
Objective Three. Figure 1 illustrates the column chart of
Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient for the first, second, third
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Fig. 1. Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient for the first, second,
third CRMC examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and
laxatives using dichotomous scoring (SI) and partial credit scoring
(S2).

Fig. 2. Coefficient of effective length (CEL S2/S1) between partial
credit scoring (S2) and dichotomous scoring (SI) for the first, second,
third CRMC examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and
laxatives.

CRMC examinations and in the content areas of analgesics and
laxatives using dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring.
The partial credit scoring method increased the reliability in all
three examinations when compared to dichotomous scoring
method. Thus, partial credit scoring reflected the proportion of
the differences among students in performance on the examination (test score variance) which is attributable to differences
among students in stable knowledge or characteristics (true
score variance) more so than that of dichotomous scoring.
However, as is observed from the calculated value of the
Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for the three examinations, all
were low (i.e., ranging from 0.5345 to 0.6816). This may have
been due to the difficulty of the three tests (i.e., item difficulty
values ranged between 0.7215 and 0.8720 for the three examinations). These values suggested that the tests were relatively
easy(25-27). Reliability tends to decrease as tests become too
easy or too difficult(25-27). As tests become very easy (nearly
everyone answers all of the items correctly) or very difficult
(nearly everyone answers all of the items incorrectly), score
distributions become homogeneous. When distributions are
homogeneous, significant shifting of ranks and a lowering of
the correlation coefficient will occur.
It is important to note that the CRMC examinations used
in this study were intended to be criterion-referenced (CR)
tests. However, the Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient used
in calculating the reliability in this study was developed for use
in estimating the consistency of scores (i.e., dichotomous
scores, partial credit scores) obtained from tests designed to be
used in making norm-referenced (NR) interpretations(32-35).
Thus, the reliability coefficients should be cautiously viewed
when using CR tests. The goal of CR tests used to assess mastery learning is to differentiate between mastery and nonmastery, whereas NR tests are intended to maximize differences
among students. Under conditions where most students obtain
mastery, variability among students is restricted (i.e., the scores
are not as spread out) and tends to make the usual estimates of
reliability low or to underestimate the tests’ true reliability. For
this reason, some researchers recommend using alternate methods (i.e., reliability of classification decisions, reliability of CR

test scores, reliability of domain score estimates) to assess the
reliability of CR tests(32-35). However, this study did not
employ alternate methods because they are still rarely reported in
test evaluation and controversial in selection whether which
methods provide the best reliability estimates(32,33). In addition, most of the methods require two parallel test administration(32). Some methods yield biased estimates for short tests,
need larger sample sizes, and need complex computation
beyond the capability of available computer program(32).
Alternate methods also require selecting only one cut-off score
for mastery/nonmastery and this study employed five cut-off
scores based on a CR grading assignment for each of the three
examination regardless of whether the student did or did not
master the content areas in the course.
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Objective Four. Coefficient of effective length (CEL) between
partial credit scoring and dichotomous scoring for the first, second, and third CRMC examinations and in the content areas of
analgesics and laxatives are presented in Figure 2. The CELs
were all larger than unity and ranged from 1.1145 to 1.2644.
The CEL could be interpreted as the length of the examination
under the partial credit scoring method in units of the length of
the examination under the dichotomous scoring method. A
CEL = 1.00 indicates that the examination under the partial
credit scoring method had effectively the same length as when
under the dichotomous scoring method. A CEL > 1.00 indicates that the partial credit scoring method was more efficient at
determining student knowledge compared to the dichotomous scoring method. Another way of looking at the index is
that the CEL is a measure of how much of an examination
scored under the dichotomous scoring method would have to
be lengthened in order to produce the same reliability by the
partial credit scoring method. For example, in the first examination (50 questions), it would require of an examination of 60
questions (i.e., [1.2002][50]) using dichotomous scoring to
have comparable reliability as an examination of 50 questions
using partial credit scoring.
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Fig. 3. The interaction effect of scoring methods (S1, S2) and cognitive levels on item difficulty in the content area of analgesics on the
first CRMC examination.

Objective Five. Analgesic Content Area. In the first examination, eleven out of fifty test items were used to test students’
knowledge in the analgesic content area (i.e., two items in the
knowledge level, two items in the comprehension level, three
items in the application level, two items in the analysis level,
two items in the evaluation level). For item difficulty, a significant interaction was found between methods of scoring (S1, S2)
and cognitive levels on the mean item difficulty, Wilks’ lambda
= 0.1438, F(4, 6) = 8.9310; P = 0.0106. The graph in Figure 3
depicts this interaction. When changing the methods of scoring
from dichotomous scoring method to the partial credit scoring
method, the mean item difficulties of application and evaluation
levels were slightly increased in the same direction, but for
those with comprehension, knowledge, and analysis levels,
there was much less of an increase or no change. As a followup to analyses that produced a significant interaction effect,
Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc tests (type I experimentwise
error rate = 0.05) were made to determine if differences existed
in the mean item difficulty difference between dichotomous
scoring and partial credit scoring at each level of the cognitive
domain. Results indicated that the difference between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring was not statistically significant at application and evaluation levels. However, the difference between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring
was found to be statistically significant in knowledge, comprehension, and analysis levels. The difference between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring of evaluation, knowledge, comprehension, and analysis levels were not statistically
different among themselves. Therefore, in the analgesic area,
the mean item difficulty was increased significantly for the
application level when changing from dichotomous scoring to
partial credit scoring. The dichotomous scoring and partial
credit scoring were not statistically significant for the other cognitive domains. This indicated that partial credit scoring may
capture some of partial information (i.e., reflected in terms of
cognitive levels being measured) about students who have less
than full knowledge or mastery of the content area.
Item difficulty index was “the expected relative score on
an item by a population of students,” and was interpreted as the

proportion of students answering the item correctly(20-22,36).
In this study, when compared to dichotomous scoring, the partial credit scoring method took students’ partial information or
knowledge into consideration. It perhaps could be used to evaluate student performance in terms of proportion of students
answering the item correctly (i.e., item difficulty) for those
items measuring objectives written at the different cognitive
levels. Thus, when compared to dichotomous scoring, this
method may allow the instructor to more readily identify students with partial information in a cognitive domain in selected content areas, and those needing remediation. For example,
in the analgesic content area, the mean item difficulty was significantly increased from dichotomous scoring (i.e., 0.6867) to
partial credit scoring (i.e., 0.8139) at a probability level of 0.05
for the application level. This could be interpreted as the proportion of students answering the item correctly (complete
information) and who had less than full knowledge or mastery
of the content area (partial information) when using partial
credit scoring (i.e., from 68.67 percent of students by using
dichotomous scoring to 81.39 percent of students). Thus, 12.72
percent of students had partial information for the application
level. This is helpful for the instructor to know because it
demonstrates student weakness in the domain of application.
Thus, in future presentation of this content area, the instructor
can pay more attention to developing student application skills.
The mean item difficulty did not, however, significantly
increase for other cognitive levels when the partial credit scoring method was compared to the dichotomous scoring method.
However, 96.67 percent of students at the comprehension
level, 91 percent of students at the knowledge level, 89.75 percent of students at the evaluation level, and 80 percent of students at the analysis level answered the item correctly and who
had less than full knowledge or mastery of the analgesic content area when partial credit scoring was utilized.
For item discrimination, the results indicated that there
were no significant interaction effects of scoring methods (S1,
S2) for each of cognitive levels within the analgesic content
area, i.e., Wilks’ lambda = 0.5459, F(4, 6) = 1.2476; P =
0.3843. The analysis revealed no significant difference in the
mean item discrimination for methods of scoring (S1, S2)
when averaged across all cognitive levels, i.e., Wilks’lambda =
0.7944, F(1, 6) = 1.5520; P = 0.2593. This indicated that the
mean item discrimination was not statistically different
between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring in the
analgesic area. MANOVA with follow-up univariate analysis
of variance on the cognitive levels in the analgesic content area
also showed that there was no statistical difference in the mean
item discrimination at each level of the cognitive domain when
averaging all over the two methods of scoring (S1, S2), i.e.,
F(4, 6) = 0.1400; P = 0.9609.
In NR evaluation, high discrimination was desirable(20,36). Low or negative discrimination index items were
not included in NR examinations because they do not contribute to the ability to distinguish between low- and highachieving students. In the context of CR evaluation, no specific attention was warranted to small positive or zero discrimination items because the desired instructional outcome as measured by the measurement instrument is high achievement(36).
Negative discrimination indices were demonstrative, as in NR
situation, that students who did well on the examination did not
do well on an item(36). In the CR case, this could be indicative
of poor item construction, ineffective instruction, and/or poor
instructional materials. A large positive discrimination index
indicated some deficiency in the instructional program because
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Fig. 4. The interaction effect of scoring methods (S1, S2) and cognitive levels on item difficulty in the content area of laxatives on the
third CRMC Examination.

not all students demonstrated acquisition of desired content at
the desired cognitive levels(36).
All of the mean item discrimination indices at each level
for the cognitive domains demonstrated small positive values
(i.e., ranging from 0.1634 to 0.2296) in both dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring for the content area of analgesics.
This meant that no specific attention was warranted toward
these small positive values. The instructional outcome (i.e.,
measuring each of levels of cognitive domain) as measured by
the examination for the analgesic content area in the nonprescription drug course was desirable. Most of the students were
acquiring the desired content at each of the cognitive levels in
analgesic area.
Laxative Content Area. In the third examination, twenty out
of seventy-five test items were used to test students’ knowledge in the laxative content area (i.e., fourteen items in the
knowledge level, three items in the comprehension level, three
items in the application level). For item difficulty, data were
analyzed using MANOVA. The interaction effect between the
methods of scoring (S1, S2) and cognitive levels on the mean
item difficulty was not statistically significant, i.e., Wilks’
lambda = 0.9835, F(2, 17) = 0.1422; P = 0.8685. Figure 4 illustrates this interaction effect. Thus, the mean item difficulty difference attained by using the two methods of scoring (S1, S2)

was not different at the various levels of the cognitive domain.
MANOVA with follow-up univariate analysis of variance on
the methods of scoring in the laxative content area showed that
there was a statistically significant higher value for the mean
item difficulty for partial credit scoring than dichotomous scoring when averaging all over cognitive level in this content area,
i.e., F(1, 17) = 12.7762; P = 0.0023. MANOVA with follow-up
univariate analysis of variance on the cognitive levels in the
laxative content area revealed that there was no statistically
significant difference in the mean item difficulty for each level
of the cognitive domain when averaging all over the two methods of scoring (S1, S2), i.e., F(2,17) = 0.5100; P = 0.6101.
When partial credit scoring was employed, item difficulty
was interpreted as the proportion of students answering the
item correctly (complete information) and those who had less
than full knowledge or mastery of the content area (partial
information) (i.e., 88.89 percent of students at comprehension
level, 82.67 percent of students at application level, and 79.24
percent of students at knowledge level). Data analysis revealed
that 5.48 percent, 5.78 percent, and 7.56 percent of the student
population demonstrated partial information at the knowledge,
application, and comprehension levels, respectively.
For item discrimination, the results indicated that there
were no significant interaction effects of the scoring methods
(S1, S2) for each of the cognitive levels in the laxative area,
i.e., Wilks’ lambda = 0.9927, F(2, 17) = 0.0620; P = 0.9400.
The analysis revealed no significant difference in the mean
item discrimination for the methods of scoring (S1, S2) when
averaged across all the cognitive levels, i.e., Wilks’ lambda =
0.9974, F(1, 17) = 0.0438; P = 0.8366). This indicated that the
mean item discrimination was not statistically different
between dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring in the
laxative content area. MANOVA with follow-up univariate
analysis of variance on the cognitive levels in the laxative area
also showed that there was no statistical difference in the mean
item discrimination at each level of the cognitive domain when
averaging all over the two methods of scoring (S1, S2), i.e.,
F(2, 17) = 2.18; P = 0.1432. All of the mean item discrimination indices at each cognitive level were near zero or demonstrated small positive values (i.e., ranged from 0.0027 to
0.2197) for both dichotomous scoring and partial credit scoring. This indicated that no specific attention was warranted to
these near zero or small positive values. The instructional outcome (i.e., measuring each of levels of cognitive domain) as
measured by the examination for the laxative content area in
the nonprescription drug course was desirable. Most of the students were acquiring the desired content at each of the cognitive levels in the laxative area.

Table II. Percentage of 150 pharmacy students assigned to criterion-referenced grade categories using
dichotomous scoring (S1) and partial credit scoring (S2) for each of three CRMC examinations
Grade categorya
Examinations
Scoring methods
A
B
C
D
F
Examination 1
Examination 2
Examination 3
a

S1
S2
S1
S2
S1
S2

1.30
2.70
4.00
8.70
0.00
1.30

18.70
37.30
30.00
46.00
17.30
36.70

52.00
48.00
37.30
33.30
48.00
50.00

12.00
4.00
14.00
10.00
18.00
8.70

A = 90 - 100 percent, B = 80 - 89 percent, C = 70 - 79 percent, D = 65 - 69 percent, F = 64 percent and below.
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16.00
8.00
14.70
2.00
16.70
3.30

Objective Six. Table II demonstrates the percentage of students who would be assigned grades for each of the three
examinations based upon the dichotomous and partial credit
methods. The partial credit scoring method assigned more students into the “A” and “B” grade categories and fewer students
into the “D” and “F” categories compared to the dichotomous
scoring method. Thus, the grade distributions based on the
same criterion-referenced grading scale differed substantially in
the proportion of students assigned to different grade categories for dichotomous and partial credit scoring methods. This
illustrated how conventional dichotomous scoring discriminates against students who have partial information and how it
fails to reward students for less than full knowledge or mastery
of the content area in CRMC format. Motivating students to
learn could be enhanced when partial credit scoring is used to
reward students for his/her partially correct in answering
CRMC examination. Indeed, the most familiar way to reward
students is through grades.
LIMITATIONS
Several study limitations were noted in this investigation. One
such limitation involved the composition of the subject population. Because the investigators used the entire study population rather than selecting a random sample of the 150 pharmacy students enrolled in the Nonprescription Drugs course
(PHPR 470) as a second professional year in either the baccalaureate program or the doctor of pharmacy program, making generalizations of the results of this study to similar populations were limited to the study subjects. Data from this study
may suffer from selection bias of the subjects which could
threaten internal validity. A second limitation involved the
restriction of time for test administration and the small numbers of examination items in the cognitive domain that could
be tested. These could affect the assessment of students’ actual knowledge and/or ability in the content areas investigated,
thereby, eventually lowering the test scores observed in relation to true scores and reliability of the examinations. The last
limitation involved the interpretation of the reliability coefficients as mentioned in the results and discussion section.
CONCLUSION
Results from this study demonstrate that the partial credit scoring method clearly made the values of item difficulty higher or
more reflective of student knowledge than the dichotomous
scoring method for all of the three CRMC examinations. No
statistically significant differences (P >0.05) in item discrimination existed between dichotomous scoring method and partial
credit scoring method for all of the three CRMC examinations.
The partial credit scoring method increased the reliability and
had the effect of increasing the reliability of the test’s effective
length when compared to the dichotomous scoring method for
all of the three examinations. The item difficulty difference
attained by using the two methods of scoring(S1, S2) was statistically different (P<0.05) at different levels of the cognitive
domain. This difference depended on the content areas investigated. However, there was no statistical difference (P>0.05)
that existed in item discrimination at each of the cognitive levels being measured and two scoring methods (S1, S2) in both of
the content areas investigated. The partial credit scoring method
differed in the effect of CR grade assignments from the dichotomous scoring method. The partial credit scoring method
assigned a higher proportion of students into the “A” and “B”
grade categories and fewer students into the “D” and “F” grade
categories than did the dichotomous scoring method.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that future research with CRMC examinations involve replication within core and elective coursework
within the pharmacy curricula. It should also be evaluated with
different student populations. Preferably, also, these investigations should allow examination environments that facilitate
student examination taking (e.g., longer test time, more test
items that represent the various cognitive domain levels) and
alternate methods to assess the reliability coefficients for
CRMC tests designed to be used in making criterion-referenced interpretation). Replication of these findings would
increase generalizability
Another direction for future research would be to correlate
student performance based on either dichotomous and partial
credit scoring with other methods of student achievement (i.e.,
homework assignments) used to demonstrate student learning.
Specific research might focus on which method would demonstrate better ability in predicting student achievement on homework assignments. This is important to evaluate because the
MC examinations cannot assess the synthesis domain which
demonstrates student ability to integrate concepts and knowledge and apply them to the solution of “real world” problems.
Another direction for future research is the investigation of the
relationship between students’ knowledge and confidence in
that knowledge when responding to CRMC examination questions graded either through partial credit scoring or dichotomous scoring. Thus, each CRMC item used on course examinations should be created or designed to assess each of the cognitive levels. It would be very interesting to determine what
scoring (S1, S2) method used to assess or measure student
knowledge would correlate with student confidence in knowledge according to the various cognitive levels in the content
areas of the course. In addition, for those students who possess
only partial information or less than full knowledge or mastery
of the cognitive skills in certain content areas, partial credit
scoring could be used to demonstrate student learning at each
cognitive level in certain content areas or courses and their relative degree of confidence. This would provide insight to the
instructor when developing or improving his/her educational
plan and could help students master the cognitive levels in
which students deficient and need to develop/balance their
confidence in knowledge at each of cognitive levels in certain
content areas or courses.
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APPENDIX. CONTENT REVIEW FORM
Question # _____________ Assigned to Objective # ______________
Keyed Response _____________________
Which of the following patients is (are) appropriate to treat with a
nonprescription internal analgesic?
1) A 17-year-old girl with sulfa allergies who suffers from dysmenorrhea.
2) A 6 month pregnant 32-year-old woman with backache pain of
three weeks duration.
3) A 39-year-old man with mouth pain and fever due to abscess
associated with dental caries.
Review Process
Prior to revision of the item, if any:
A.

Does the question fall into the objective it has been assigned?
________ Yes ________ No

B.

If no, which objective is more appropriate? ____________

C.

How representative is this question of the skills or knowledge
required to carry out the objective to which it was originally
assigned? (circle one number)
1. Quite representative
2. Possibly representative
3. Not representative

If you assigned it to another objective, how representative is it of the
skills or knowledge required to carry out this activity using the above
scale?
1
2
3
D. Is another response more correct than that keyed? If so, it is _____
Second best answer _____
Third best anlswer _____
Fourth best answer _____
Fifth best answer _____
Or there is only one, best answer _____.
Any suggested revision may be written here or directly on to the question/response above.
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